About NiceLabel

Rely on a trusted partner like thousands of other enterprises

The world’s largest organizations rely on NiceLabel technology to implement best practices for their enterprise and supply chain labeling. The next generation technology provides you with a robust platform for standardizing labeling across your extended supply chain.

NiceLabel’s platform is the most trusted label technology available, shipped by the world’s largest printer manufacturers, proven in volume and used by the majority of Fortune 500 companies. Our Professional Services Group ensures fast best practices implementation, maximum uptime and responsive support for your global deployments.

NiceLabel History

2014  NiceLabel celebrates its 20th anniversary. 
NiceLabel strengthens its Professional Services group across North America, EMEA and APAC.

2013  New 2nd generation of Enterprise Labeling Solutions launched. 
NiceLabel acquires its North American Distributor Niceware. 
Adaptor for Oracle is launched, company receives Oracle Validated Integration (OVI) status. 
NiceLabel Designer Pro ranked "#1 professional labeling software" for the sixth consecutive year. 
NiceLabel V6 products released.

2011  The industry’s first Cloud label printing solution launched. 
NiceLabel opens an office in Singapore to support APAC. 
EPSON distributes co-branded NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software.

2010  NiceLabel opens an office in Shanghai to support China. 
The industry's first Rich Internet Application for Web label printing launched. 
NiceLabel Enterprise Labeling solutions achieves SAP certification. 
Company qualifies for Microsoft Gold Partner status.

2009  NiceLabel opens an office in Germany to support DACH. 
Zebra Technologies renews their partnership with NiceLabel. 

2008  NiceLabel Pro ranked '#1 professional barcode software' by Top 10 Reviews. 
NiceLabel v5 is released including an SDK for ISVs. 

2007  The development team adopts world class practices (agile, scrum, test driven development). 
Zebra Technologies OEMs NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 
Cognitive distributes co-branded NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 
AVERY distributes co-branded NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 

2006  NiceLabel launches Enterprise Labeling Solutions. 

2005  TYCO OEMs NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 

2003  Zebra Technologies OEMs NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 
Cognitive distributes co-branded NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 

2002  Niceware launches NiceLabel in North America. 

2001  TSC distributes co-branded NiceLabel printer drivers and label design software. 

1999  First labeling software to achieve 'Microsoft Windows certified' accreditation. 

1997  Windows NT label printer drivers released. 

1996  NiceLabel brand created and NiceLabel Pro 1.0 released. 

1995  First Microsoft Windows drivers for thermal label printers released. 

1993  Parent company (www.europlus.si) founded. Business relationship formed with SATO.

Learn more at www.nicelabel.com
Label Management System

Manage labelling across your network

Maintaining a consistent and reliable labelling system is becoming a daunting challenge as your company strives for greater operational efficiency, your customers demand more flexibility and regulatory bodies change requirements. NiceLabel’s unique next generation technology platform is designed to eliminate this complexity and the costs associated with legacy approaches.

Label management system

NiceLabel Control Center is a Web based label management system, providing IT Management, system administrators and application developers with a secure solution for designing and managing label templates and operator printing interfaces, with audit and security features to ensure control and consistent quality of your simple, complex or compliance labelling applications.

- Centralized single-source document repository for consistency
- Secure and controlled role based access to label templates
- Logging of all print events for traceability
- Centralized concurrent designer licensing
- Administration and management from anywhere in a web browser
Implement Label Management System with Control Center Pro

NiceLabel Control Center is a Web based label management system, providing IT Management, system administrators and application developers with a secure solution for designing and managing label templates and operator printing interfaces, with audit and security features to ensure control and consistent quality of your simple, complex or compliance labelling applications. NiceLabel Control Center Pro also enables compliance with industry standards, controls your labelling environment, and helps you quickly respond to label change requests.

Control Center Pro features:

| ✓ Administration and management from anywhere in a web browser | • Central Control for IT Managers, System Administrators and Application Developers |
| ✓ Secure and controlled role based access to label templates | • Create Managers, Administrators, Print only user profiles. |
| | • Avoid the risk of print only operators from; |
| | o Accidental or Malicious editing of labels resulting in downtime, reprints or compliance fines |
| | o Picking/Selecting incorrect labels |
| | o Creating and/or printing unauthorised labels |
| ✓ Centralized single-source document repository | • Centrally design, store and manage all label templates in specific customer or business unit folders |
| ✓ Logging of all print events for traceability | • Manage and report all printing activity and consumables usage by label template, user, printer, date range and more |
| ✓ Centralized concurrent designer licensing | • Centrally manage all internal company and external supplier licenses |

NiceLabel v6 includes:

| ✓ Easy Forms  | Simplified Printing Solutions |
| ✓ PowerForms  | • Customise simple operator printing forms |
| (watch video) | • Design custom printing and data entry applications to simplify and improve operator processes |
Increase the visibility and transparency of your labelling operations

Your customers, regulators, and legislators expect flawless accuracy of label data, compliance with standards, and traceability for every product shipped. Mislabelling can cause catastrophic damage to your brand. NiceLabel Control Center Pro helps you minimize risk of product recalls, fines, and losing customer loyalty:

- Secure centralized logging and archiving of print history stored in a secure data store
- Full traceability, visibility and transparency of all labelling transactions across multiple locations
- Control over every label template

Comply with industry standards

The labels on your products must be compliant with standards in your industry. Whether it's GS1, GHS, REACH, ODETTE, AIAG, VDA, DoD, UDI or any other standard, you can design fully compliant labels with NiceLabel Designer Pro. Constantly updated with new features, NiceLabel Designer Pro means you don't need to worry about ongoing changes in the standards.

Designer Pro offers:

- Pre-designed templates to speed up your compliance label design process
- A broad range of linear and 2D barcodes
- An easy label design process optimized for labelling and bar coding, not reports
- Fewer label designs - label templates are portable across 2500+ different printer models and brands
- Flexibility and agility because you can add new designs within minutes or hours, not weeks
Achieve labelling consistency

Businesses with multiple label designers or multiple locations often end up with disparate and inconsistent labelling systems. This introduces the risks of human errors, inconsistent labels from one factory or location to another and can mean expensive maintenance and compliance fines. NiceLabel Control Center Pro consolidates your labelling systems and helps you achieve:

- Labelling consistency
- Centralized control and standardized branding
- Improved business continuity
- Better customer satisfaction
- Compliance with regulatory requirements

Ensure labelling quality and minimize risks

Control Center Pro centrally stores all your label templates. Only authorized users can add, modify or delete label designs. New designs and changes are instantly deployed to all globally distributed printers.

- Central secure document storage
- Controlled role based access
- Instant deployment improves consistency and reduced IT burden

Rapidly respond to label change requests

Use our professional label designer to make label changes quickly and easily, NiceLabel Designer Pro reduces design time from weeks to just hours. It helps you easily implement customer-specific requirements and drive customer responsiveness.

- Improve speed and flexibility in making label changes
- Support global optimization and expansion into new markets
- Improve customer retention and new customer acquisition
Add Automation Enterprise for automated label printing

**NiceLabel Automation Enterprise** includes standard interfaces to mainstream and legacy systems which eliminate the need for costly and time consuming custom programming. Certified connectors for [SAP Applications](#), [Oracle E-Business Suite](#) and other systems ensure data accuracy and minimize risks.

**Printing on global scale** - NiceLabel Automation Enterprise can simultaneously process thousands of print requests to globally distributed printers. The next generation print engine delivers unmatched performance and leverages all of your existing printers’ capabilities, while minimizing network traffic and system resources.

---

Add PowerForms Web to control your supply chain

**NiceLabel PowerForms Web** provides you with a centrally controlled means of rapidly deploying label printing to business partners such as suppliers, shops or even franchises. NiceLabel PowerForms Web is a Rich Internet Application (RIA) platform that delivers control of remote labelling while lowering the cost of implementation, management, and near eliminating roll-out costs.
Control Center Pro includes:

Label Design: Designer Pro
- Professional graphical label designer
- Extensive linear and 2D barcode symbology & RFID tags
- Pre-made compliance label samples
- PowerForms custom application solution builder

Label “Life Cycle” Management features
- Centralized single-source document repository for consistency
- Secure and controlled role based access to label templates
- Logging of all print events for traceability
- Centralized concurrent designer licensing
- Administration and management from anywhere in a web browser

Control Center Enterprise includes:

All the features of Control Center Pro, plus;

Enterprise Label “Life Cycle” Management features
- FDA compliant security with electronic signatures encrypted and password protected templates
- Manage with quality multi-stage label template approval workflows and versioning
- Computer generated audit trails record timestamps of all modifications of electronic records
- Label catalog for minimizing number of label templates and easier maintenance
- Graphical highlighting of differences between label variations
- Automatic synchronization between production centers
- Label promotion between development, testing and production tiers
- Secure HTTPS communication

Add on Products

PowerForm Web
- Easily deploy web-browser based label printing without local software installation
- Extend your labelling standard beyond the enterprise to suppliers and other business partners

Automation Enterprise
- Standardize labelling across your enterprise by integrating labelling with other systems
NiceLabel Designer Pro offers all the layout and data features you need for high quality label design and error-free EasyForms printing. Logging of print data and password access control provides you with security and a full audit trail of all labels printed.

Every feature you need for compliance labeling

NiceLabel Designer Pro includes all the layout and data tools you need to design labels, enabling easy compliance with industry standards. Unicode support enables you to design international labels with multiple languages on one label.

- Includes the latest pre-designed compliance label templates
- Supports over 70 barcode types (linear, 2D & composite)
- Advanced layout - rich text, curved text, paragraphs, line styles, grouping, shape fill, relative positioning, etc
- Advanced RFID tag support

Work with large databases

You already have your label data in a database, so why not use it to improve your labeling? Rather than create lots of near identical labels, design a few templates and connect them to your existing data.

- Combine records from two or more tables in a database using Joins
- Retrieve graphics from databases' blob fields
- Navigate the database and preview the label at design time

Easily create complex variables

Variable label data can come from as many sources as you need. Full serialization, including non-decimal serial numbers, custom barcode check digits, global variables, output masks, date/time arithmetic and scripting help you easily create complex variables.

Try it for free

Download your free 30 day trial

Download Now
PowerForms Desktop

Simplify your label printing process

PowerForms Desktop allows you to design barcode labels and create error-free printing applications. It allows you to easily adapt the printing interface to your business and user needs by configuring purpose-built applications that minimize manual data entry, eliminate human error and increase efficiency.

Eliminate label printing errors

Select the database record, see the label preview, and the printer status, and then print your labels.

- Include tight data-entry validation constraints and reduce manual keying errors.
- Disable printing when the printer is in error state avoiding label misprints and duplicate serial numbers.
- Print preview displays an exact real-time label representation as you key data or select database records.

Simplify labeling with touchscreen applications

Touchscreen applications improve ease-of-use and increase productivity. Simplified visual data selection helps the user print labels faster with fewer errors.

Benefits of touchscreen applications:

- Remove the need for slow and error-prone keyboard data entry.
- Universal icons based interface that doesn't need to be translated.
- Require no training, ideal for environments with high staff turnover or seasonal workers.
- Reduces downtime caused by a faulty keyboard or mouse.

Increase your productivity

Make it easy for your operators to do their job. Customize the application to fit your business processes and user needs. PowerForms provides the exact level of functionality the user needs.

- Preview and print multiple labels from a single form.
- Let the database automatically select label formats for specific records.
- Build re-usable sub-menus that contain work instructions, printer cleaning guides and support tips.
Minimize manual data-entry

Integrate with production devices and software and use data from external sources on your labels. You can even forward the data to other business systems every time you print. Easily interface with bar code scanners, weight scales, PLCs, print applicators and other hardware.

- Control and monitor the real-time status of production hardware.
- Read and write data to and from other business systems.
- Connect through RS232, TCP/IP, web services, SQL queries and custom scripting.

Reduce development costs

PowerForms builds applications faster than programming languages such as C# or VB.NET. This reduces application development costs and time to deployment.

- Easy drag-and-drop operation lets you build robust applications without coding errors.
- Allow non-programmers to build applications
- Design your printing applications just like you design your labels
- Create label printing, database management and data collection applications

Learn more


Try it for free

Download your free 30 day trial

Free Label Printer Drivers

Our printer drivers let you drive thermal printers from your Windows applications. NiceLabel label design software enhances your printer's capabilities and maximizes its performance.
**PowerForms WEB**

**Extend labeling control beyond the enterprise**

Discover a more effective way to deploy controlled label printing across the enterprise and beyond, to the supply chain. NiceLabel PowerForms Web is a web printing add-on to Control Center Enterprise that delivers control of labeling while lowering the cost of implementation, management, and reducing roll-out costs by up to 80%.

---

**Compliant supplier labeling**

Eliminate the cost of non-compliance and of running a compliance program. Give suppliers access and have them up and running faster. Suppliers can avoid fines and returns, eliminate compliance costs, and win more business.

- Reduce deployment costs and work with new suppliers faster.
- Extend traceability and visibility across the supply chain.
- Eliminate supplier resistance of compliance programs.

**Brand protection**

Control what, when and how many labels can be printed by your suppliers. Maintain real-time visibility and traceability of label printing. Use remotely managed watermarks, encryption and hidden data to protect your brand.

- Avoid production overruns and counterfeiting.
- Remotely monitor and control supplier label printing.
- Build print related security features into your labels.
Simplify promotional labeling

Ensure all products in all shops are labeled and promoted correctly. Let your marketing department centrally manage labeling across your branches and franchises. Ensure retail sign compliance with corporate identity guidelines and manage old and new prices without error. Link sign printing to the central price database.

- Centrally control your brand standards.
- Rapidly deploy marketing campaigns.
- Synchronize pricing in real-time.
- Easy access for users in any location.

Control your printing process

Customize without programming

Develop printing client solutions with non-programming tools. The process is as simple as graphically designing the label, arranging the printing form elements on the screen, and publishing the solution with a few mouse clicks.

Change management with user roles

Limit the access of users and protect your labeling system from changes with a group role system. Define users who develop labels, and users who are only allowed to print them.

Control access to data

Connect the printing application to a database to ensure data integrity. Make data records visible to all clients, or limit access to individual users. You can also allow clients to update the data from within the application.

Integrate, deploy and scale

Scalability without compromise

Add and remove a single user or your complete supplier list in no time. The system architecture design is robust enough to support a high number of simultaneous users without compromising printing performance.

Deploy instantly

Deploying label printing applications is reduced to a simple email with login instructions. The client does not need to install any software. All they need is a web browser and a printer.

Integrates into your Web applications

PowerForms Web is designed to integrate into your web applications. Use PowerForms Web to handle all your printing needs when you develop web solutions for your clients.
Print with unmatched quality, reliability and performance

Perfect barcode readability

NiceLabel Web applications support the use of the printer's internal barcode encoding system. Avoid the potential problems of image design and transfer, and improve bar code quality and readability.

Keep printing without the Internet

NiceLabel PowerForms Web includes an offline backup mode. The solution updates label designs, data, and entry forms from the web every time it's run. The offline system also stores print logs and sends them to the web server once the connection is restored.

Works with any printer

NiceLabel PowerForms Web processes the print job using the driver installed at the client. That means you don't need to worry which printer the client will use. Every print request is optimized for the selected printer using his own settings.

Learn more

PowerForms WEB demo

Launch Demo

PowerForms WEB requires Microsoft Silverlight installed on your PC

Download Silverlight